ADDENDUM #1

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL #15-124

EAST PARISH BURIAL TOMB RESTORATION

THIS ADDENDUM IS TO: Answer the following Questions from the Pre-Bid Meeting:

Q1. When a tomb is opened is an archeologist required?
   A1. The contents of a tomb are not to be disturbed, so an archeologist should not be required. If something unusual is uncovered, however, it may be that an archeologist will be called.

Q2. Can new brick be used in repairing tombs?
   A2. To the extent possible, existing brick should be used. If that is not possible and the contractor needs to use new brick, the City must first approve samples of the proposed brick.

Q3. Are there limitations on the use of machinery on the site?
   A3. Only pickup trucks and small excavators are allowed to be used in the burying ground. All vehicles must remain on the “roads” within the burying ground. Any work to be completed away from these roadways must be accessed without machinery.

All other terms and conditions of this bid remain unchanged.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE ALL ADDENDA ON YOUR BID FORM. FAILURE TO ACKNOWLEDGE ALL ADDENDA COULD RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR BID AS NONRESPONSIVE.

Thank you.

Nicholas Read
Chief Procurement Officer